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the victorious Left were not slow to press the advantage home.
The Education Act of 1880 restored to the State the sole right
of conferring University degrees and excluded non-State
teachers from the Superior Council of Public Education; but
Jules Ferry, the author of the law, failed to overcome the
Senate's rejection of Clause 7 of the original Bill, which
excluded from teaching, whether in public or private schools,
any member of a non-authorized religious body.
This clause was the renewal of war against the Jesuits,
who formed nearly half of the teaching clergy. The indirect
attack having failed, nothing was left but to apply the existing
law concerning unauthorized orders; so in March 1880 two
decrees ordered the dissolution of the Society of Jesus and the
closing of all illegal schools. Women's orders were left alone,
but all unauthorized men's organizations (some three hundred,
with five thousand members) had been broken up by the end
of the year. In 1881 another Act made public elementary
education entirely free and secular, leaving however a large
number of private elementary schools in Church hands. By
1883 all that could be reasonably done in the way of anti-
clerical legislation had been carried through: the religious
neutrality of public elementary schools was made more effective,
teachers were freed from the duty of teaching the Catechism,
divorce was reintroduced and public prayer in Parliament
suppressed. Against these measures the clergy thundered in
vain ;•" Godless schools " flourished, and any hope of a directly
Catholic policy seemed for ever gone. But the Establishment
stood fast; authorized religious orders and Church schools
were still numerous and much remained to be done before the
Belleville programme had become effective policy.
Meanwhile Gambetta, hitherto kept out of the Premiership
owing to the persistent hostility of Gr£vy, became the only
possible successor to Ferry; but his first and only Cabinet,
torn by internal conflicts, lasted only seventy-seven days, and
a few months later he was dead. Were this a history of French
politics a long chapter should have been devoted to his public
career, to his evolution from the extreme Left of his party to
the leadership of the " opportunists," and particularly to his
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